
Wine List



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

Champagne, 
sparkling wine & cava

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

VEUVE CLIQUOT BRUT, REIMS, FRANCE, NV     €105  €19
This iconic Yellow Label manages to reconcile two opposing factors 
- strength and silkiness - and to hold them in perfect balance 
with aromatic intensity and a lot of freshness
 

VEUVE CLIQUOT DEMI-SEC, REIMS, FRANCE, NV    €105  €19
Aromas of ripe fruits with hints of toast and brioche. With additional cellaring  
in the right conditions, Demi-Sec develops richer notes of praline and toast
 

VEUVE CLIQUOT ROSÉ, REIMS, FRANCE, NV     €125  €23
The fresh attack is followed by a fruity harmonious sensation on the palate. 
The wine is perfectly balanced, combining elegance and flair.Full bodied and 
deliciously fruity, with intense flavors of juicy ripe strawberries and cherries 
 

CHAMPAGNE PANNIER, SELECTION, BRUT, DIZY, FRANCE, NV  €80  
The colour is yellow and gleaming gold with an expressive floral and fruity
nose with yellow and white matured fruites.The taste is fresh and fleshy,  
persistently fruity.Long and elegant finish
 

VALLFORMOSA CAVA BRUT RESERVA, PENEDÈS, SPAIN, NV   €55  €15
This Spanish sparkling wine has a fresh and dry attack, with a goo 
 acidity, it is greasy, a little fruity and it has a long end where apple 
and pastry scents are shown again
 

MASOTTINA  PROSECCO FRIZZANTE DOC, TREVISO, ITALY, NV  €40  €13
Pale straw in colour with greenish hints.The nose is pronounced with  
aromas of apples, pear and lemon. Fresh, well-structured and harmonious  
with distinct aromas of fruits and flowers
 

MASOTTINA CUVÉE ROSÉ EXTRA DRY, TREVISO, ITALY, NV   €50
The delicate fruity and floral notes of the bouquet lend aroma and  
finesse to this wine, which is perfect for enjoying in moments of  
happiness and romance

PROSECCO NO ADDED SULPHITES 

ANIMAE, PERLAGE, PROSECCO SUPERIORE DOCG,  
VALDOBBIADENE, ITALY, NV       €65
Notes of freshly crushed grapes, dried apricot, mineral sensation at the end  
and light scent of bread crust. Creamy, with fresh yellow pulp fruit bouquet, 
an impressive length with a soft taste of yeast



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

White Wine
           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

FRANCE

CLOS DE L’ORATOIRE DES PAPES,  
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, RHÔNE VALLEY 2017    €127  €32
White Granache, Clairette, Roussanne, Bourboulenc
Beautiful gold yellow colour with green tints.On the nose aromas of apple, white  
flowers, orange blossom and candied lemon on delicate woody and peppery background. 
The palate reveals fruits, finesse, sweetness but with well balanced freshness and a touch of minerality

JEAN REMY HAEFFELIN, GEWÜRZTRAMINER, ALSACE 2016   €45  €11.50
Gewürztraminer
Very intense golden yellow and straw colour. Aromas of flowers spices, litchi and passion fruit.  
Rich, full bodied and well structured with long finish

FAMILLE HUGEL, CLASSIC PINOT GRIS, ALSACE 2017    €51  €12.70
Pinot Gris
Bright colour with intense shades of pale green. Powerfull but balanced aromas of peach,  
pear, mirabelle, liquorice, fresh almonds and acacia honey. On the palate soft, velvet,  
full flavoured  with aromatic refinement which is prolonged in refreshing acidity

SANCERRE, ‘LES PIERRES BLANCHES’,  LOIRE VALLEY 2018  €56  €14.50
Sauvignon Blanc
Strong aromas of blackcurrant blossom and herbaceous character.The taste is delicate  
and fresh with a long lasting finish

POUILLY FUMÉ, DOMAINE GILLES CHOLLET, LOIRE VALLEY 2018  €57  €14.70
Sauvignon Blanc
With a gold shaded peale green colour, this wine reveals on the nose the fruity aromas 
 of buds of blackcurrant and citrus fruits.The mouth is slightly tinged with mineral flinty scents 

CHABLIS, DOMAINE DE VIVIERS, L.CHOLET, BURGUNDY 2018  €58  €15
Chardonnay
Pale green colour, well built wine with good body.Very fresh, delicate, fruity with a good 
mineralitry.Citrusy flavours on lemon side

MERSAULT – BLAGNY 1ER CRU,  
MICHEL BOUZEREAU ET FILS, BURGUNDY 2015    €149.50 €38
Chardonnay
Complex and superb bouquet on the nose – white flowers, ripe apple and pinneaple.  
On the palate its full bodied and creamy with tropical fruit and savoury notes.Subtle and elegant



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

UNITED STATES    

JOURNEYMAN, RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, 
SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 2015      €129
Chardonnay
Carefully harvested select portions of  grapes from famed sites in the middle of the night at the 
peak of maturation. Flavor accents of red apple, ‘Chablis-like’ limestone and white blossoms
accented with fine French oak tannins surround the creamy palate of this complex wine.

ITALY

CAMPOGRANDE, ORVIETO CLASSICO DOC, UMBRIA 2018   €39  €10
Procanico, Grechetto,  
The nose is intense and delicate with notes of orange flowers, peaches, and apricots. 
The palate is soft and fresh with a savory finish and a fruity aftertaste

VILLA ANTINORI, BIANCO DI TOSCANA, TUSCANY 2018   €44
Pinot Grigio, Pinot Blanc, Malvasia, Trebbiano
Very nice mineral and floral aromas with a touch of green apple, melon and butter. Great Tuscany 
wine from this excellent and well-known producer. Crisp, rounded and smooth, leaving a velvety
and delicious finish

CASTELLO DELLA SALLA, CONTE DELLA VIPERA,  
ANTINORI, UMBRIA IGT 2016       €76  €18.90
Sauvignon Blanc, Sémillon
The floral and herbaceous notes first emerge to be followed by hints of white fruit complemented by 
pleasurable notes of citrus fruit and pineapples. The palate shows a fine balanced between structure
and acidity along with a finish and aftertaste of much length and persistence

SPAIN    

ABADIA DE SAN CAMPIO, ALBARIÑO, RÍAS BAIXAS, SPAIN 2018  €48  €12
The wine has an exceptionally complex and seductive nose.
Intense aromas of mandarin, grapefruit and echoes of mature pineapple supported by balsamic 
reminiscent. It maintains a fantastic balance in the mouth pass and a varietal character

PALACIOS REMONDO, PLÁCET, RIOJA, VALTOMELLOSO 2013   €69  €16
Viura
Excellent wine which opens up nicely with floral aromas and honey on the nose. Complex flavors
 starting with peach, slightly bitter mid palatte and finishing fresh citrus.Elegantly fresh, 
good acidity, similar to slightly buttery chardonnay

SYRIA    

DOMAINE DE BARGYLUS, GRAND VIN DE SYRIE, LATAKIA 2012  €80  €20
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc
Pale yellow colour with light green reflections.The nose is very elegant with notes of white flowers
along with citrus and mineral touch.On the palate the wine has citrus notes, good acidity which 
brings freshness on the finish. Beautiful and elegant



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

AUSTRIA

PETER SCHWEIGER, RIED ZÖBINGER KOGELBERG, 
KAMPTAL, DAC 2018        €45  €11
Grüner Veltliner. 
Light yellow-green colour with unique fruit bouquet enriched with notes of peaches, 
fresh apples and lemons. On the palate, a gentle minerality comes into play, supported by a fine
fruit and acid structure. A fine wine with a fresh finish 

‘K’, WEINLAUBENHOF KRACHER, BURGENLAND 2016    €70  €17.50
Chardonnay, Scheurebe, Welschriesling
Attractive aromas of dried apricots over fresh raisons and orange peel. Orange and yellow
greengage fruit characters on the palate with a pleasant citrus aftertaste

SOUTH AFRICA    

DIEMERSFONTEIN, CHENIN BLANC, WELLINGTON 2017   €40  €10.90
Chenin Blanc
This unwooded Chenin Blanc boats with a bouquet of fresh guava, white pear and passion fruit.
These tropical nuances follow through to the palate, finishing with a well-balanced acidity and  
a lasting finish

BOUCHARD FINLAYSON, CROCODILE’S LAIR,     €59  €16
KAAIMANSGAT CHARDONNAY, OVERBERG 2017      
Rich in flavour with a distinctive mineral quality. It is this mineral quality which offers expanded 
taste expression. Lots of melon, green apple, litchi and slight vanilla tones achieved from the French 
oak maturation. Creamy components will expand with time enhancing the flavour if further maturation  
is encouraged

GERMANY    

VILLA HUESGEN, WEISSBURGUNDER, MOSEL 2016    €45  €11.30
Pinot Blanc
The grapes of this wine come from one of the best Pinot Blanc vineyards of the Mosel region. 
With a classic white burgundy flavour this wine offers aromas of pineapple, banana and melon.
The acidity of this wine is smooth and well integrated

PRINZ VON HESSEN, RIESLING KABINETT, RHEINGAU 2009   €59  €14.90
Riesling
Clear pale lemon colour.Strong nose of green fruit, citrus, flowers and flint. Mineral taste with
green apple, ripe peach and citrus. Off-dry palate with medium body and high acidity

ARMENIA    

ZORAH ‘VOSKI’, VAYOTS DZOR, YEGHENADZOR 2015    €92
Garandmak, Voskéat
Vibrant, juicy and layered with beautiful acidity which comes from the high altitudes. The floral 
and spicy notes give way to full bodied white and the final blend is like a symphony on one’s pallet



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

Red Wine
           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

FRANCE

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES, LUPÉ -CHOLET 2017     €39  €9.80
Gamay
Deep, bright ruby red with hints of purple. Intense aromas of strawberry,
black fruit and scented flowers. On the palate it is big and full-fleshed with a very good,  
well balanced body

BOUCHARD PERE & FILS, NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES,  
CÔTE DE NUITS, CÔTE D’OR, BOURGOGNE 2014    €115  €29
Pinot Noir
Intense aromas of berry fruit and spice. Rich, tannic and well structured, this wine 
develops additional roundness after several years in bottle. Good ageing potential

LUIS JADOT, VOSNE-ROMANÉE, CÔTE DE NUITS, 
CÔTE D’OR, BOURGOGNE 2016       €135  €34
Pinot Noir
Pale ruby red colour. Intense aromas of cherry, forest floor and spices. Tastes of  
ripe strawberries, raspberries and a hint of rhubarb. Higher acidity, medium 
tannins on the lengthy finish

COTES DU RHONE, DOMAINE SAINT GAYAN 2016    €39  €10.60
Grenache,Syrah,  Mourvèdre
Brimful with dark cherry and plum fruits; supple rounded and very satisfying

DOMAINE CHANTE CIGALE,  
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, RHÔNE VALLEY 2016    €95  €24
Grenache,Syrah,  Mourvèdre,Cinsault
On the nose is full of fruit and spices.The palate is fleshy with notes of red  
and black fruits enhanced with very fine tannins

M. CHAPUTIER, CROZES-HERMITAGE  
‘’LES MEYSONNIERS’’, RHÔNE VALLEY 2017     €56  €14.50
Syrah
Very intense red colour. On the nose plenty of red fruits, blackcurrant, raspberry  
and occasionally violet aromas. Rich wine with round finish and on final with 
 plenty of stewed fruit and vanila 

CHÂTEAU LE BOCAGE, BORDEAUX SUPERIOR 2015    €38.50  €9.70
Merlot
The wine is an attractive deep ruby red colour.It is very open on the nose, with well developed  
fruit overtones.The taste is velvety and full of blackcurrant and cherry with a lovely, long aftertaste

CHÂTEAU DE L’ANNONCIATION, 
SAINT-EMILLION GRAND CRU, BORDEAUX, 2016    €69  €17.60
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc
A full bodied soft and smooth wine with lots of plum and damson-flavoured fruit, typical of the 
Merlot grape. A ripe wine with big tannins and rich black fruits, which shows great concentration 
           



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
All still wines, fortified and dessert wines, Champagne, Prosecco and Cava contains Sulphites unless it stated differently.

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

POMEROL

LA FUGUE DE NÈNIN, CHÂTEAU NÈNIN, POMEROL 2006   €137  €37.50
68% Merlot, 32% Cabernet Sauvignon
La Fugue de Nènin is the second wine of the château. The nose is very expressive with notes  
of red fruits and blackcurrant. Mint and damson on palette with a touch of graphite and plum.  
Well-rounded, very fine mouthfeel with silky tannins

SAINT-JULIEN    

CHATEAU SAINT-PIERRE, ST. JULIEN 2004      €266
4th Growth Grand Cru Classé
75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc
Very dark, almost black colour. Ripe, with liquorice, coffee bean, blackberry and jammy with  
berry notes in the perfume. The wine is lush, round and soft, with a plush, black cherry and oaky finish  

SAINT-ESTÈPHE    

LES PÈLERINS DE LAFON-ROCHET, CHÂTEAU LAFON-ROCHET,  
SAINT-ESTÈPHE 2010         €120  €32.50
50% Merlot, 50% Cabernet Sauvignon
An attractive nose with a character that resonates the style of the wine in the mouth, notably of  
perfectly ripe cabernet. The balance is pleasing, offering silky, tight tannins with a note of acidity  
on the finish.

PAUILLAC    

CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE, PAUILLAC 2008    €249
5th Growth Grand Cru Classé                      
75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc
The 2008 Grand Puy Lacoste is an elegant, deep ruby-purple-tinged, pretty Pauillac offering plenty 
of red and black currant fruit interwoven with touches of spice box and tobacco leaf characteristics. 
 Fresh acidity, medium body, and a pleasant, long finish with excellent depth as well as ripeness 
suggest it will be a delicate, finesse styled offering to enjoy

Bordeaux, Cru Classe,
Grand Cru Classe



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
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           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

SPAIN

PALACIOS REMONDO, LA VENDIMIA, RIOJA 2018    €43  €10
The Vendimia from Alvaro Palacios is a fresh fruity modern style of Rioja made from 100%  
Tempranillo. Bottled with no filtration. Light bodied with strawberry and tea notes on the nose  
.It has a mouthfilling  blend of blackberry and cassis on the palate.Finishes soft, with a  swath of 
oaky vanilla flavour

PÉTALOS, DESCENDIENTES DE J.PALACIOS, BIERZO DO 2017  €55  €14.50
Mencia
The wine is fresh and smooth with a medium body and a velvety texture.On the palate shows flavours  
of ripe black fruit, floral sensations and mineral undertones with a finish of smoke and roasted coffee

CAMINS DEL PRIORAT, ALVARO PALACIOS, PRIORAT DOC 2017  €60  15.30
Granacha, Tempranillo
Mixed red and black fruits come through on the palate with firm tannins and good length. Smoky black  
fruits  and currants, great springy acidity and a slightly dusty vanilla sensations.Light bodied but full of 
velvety berries, silky tannins and sleak finish

ITALY

FRESCOBALDI,  CASTIGLIONI CHIANTI, DOCG, TUSCANY 2018  €45  €11.50
Sangiovese, Merlot
The nose contains pleasant blackberry, redcurrant and cherry preserve notes with touches of floral and 
spicy notes. In the mouth, the wine is lively and round and its fruity aromas return to the palate, giving a rich, 
fulfilling finish

BARBERA D’ALBA, PRUNOTTO-ANTINORI, DOC, PIEDMONT 2018  €55
Barbera
Nice dark in the colour and big on the nose. Smooth and fruity with lovely blend of cherries, strawberries 
and  plums on the palate with a touch of vanilla, chocolate and oak.Well balanced acidity with just a  
nocitable tannins

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO SUPERIORE, SANTA SOFIA, VENETO 2016  €52  €12.90
Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella. 
Bright, but earthy red cherry along with some floral notes on the nose. Medium bodied with red 
cherry upfront. Moderate depth through the middle and relatively smooth transition to the finish where 
it shows earth, some spices and vanilla notes

UNITED STATES

RUTHERFORD RANCH, NAPPA VALLEY 2015     €97  €23
Cabernet Sauvignon
Beautiful crimson colour. Oak, spicy vanilla and cherry on the nose. Lots of dark fruit on the palate with rich 
notes of  blackberries, black plums and sweet oak.Nice balanced tannins and acidity with long enjoyable finish

RÉSONANCE VINEYARD, PINOT NOIR, 
YAMHILL-CARLTON, OREGON 2015      €92  €21.50
Pinot Noir
Deep and intense garnet colour. Elegant nose with a lot of black fruit, fine spices and a touch of fine oak. 
The palate is supple, full bodied, well balanced with aromas of black cherry, blackberry and blueberry 



Please Note: All vintages are as accurate as possible and where exhausted an alternative will be available.
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           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

PORTUGAL

OPTA, BOAS QUINTAS, DÃO 2015       €35  €9.20
Touriga Nacional, Alfrocheiro, Tinta Roriz
Full bodied but smooth, confirming the fruit aroma with an attractive freshness sensation.  
Very smooth and pleasant

SOUTH AFRICA    

HANNIBAL, BOUCHARD FINLAYSON, WALKER BAY 2016   €85  €21
Sangiovese, Pinot Noir,  Nebbiolo, Shiraz, Barbera, Mourvédre
A regal vintage with super grapes from a generous harvest. Bright fruit with firm acidity provide 
a taut wine with more than adequate tannin structure. Flavours are rich black plum with strawberry 
undertones followed by subtle hints of French oak barrel maturation

MISSING VIRGIN, POST HOUSE CELLAR, STELLENBOSCH 2017  €52  €14
Pinotage, Petite Verdot
A crafted wine with minimal handling and intervention.Natural yeasts and no filtration allows to develop 
this wine with unique distinction.A rich, full bodied and supple wine with a hints of blueberries, strawberries 
and wild heath

GALPIN  PEAK, PINOT NOIR, BOUCHARD FINLAYSON, 
WALKER BAY 2017         €104  €26
A confident wine with a firm and polished profile of flavours without being overstated. It is classically old 
world with good aging potential. Peppery spice with blackberry and cherry notes, ending in a harmonious  
and long earthy finish

CHILE    

KOYLE ROYALE, CARMENERE , ALTO COLCHAGUA, CHILE 2014  €49  €14
The wine shows an interesting flavors of herbs, blackberries and sandalwood.The tannins are silky with 
a long, lingering finish, with a little touch of grippy tannins which helps to build the medium palate

SYRIA    

DOMAINE DE BARGYLUS, GRAND VIN DE SYRIE, LATAKIA 2011  €99  €26.50
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Merlot
Intense red wine.The nose expresses small black fruits with light notes of white pepper and spices.  
On the palet, an elegant sensation with present but melted tanins with notes of licorice.The finish 
is long with a touch of minerality

LEBANON    

GASTON HOCHAR, CHATEAU MUSAR, BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON 2012 €95  €24
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsault, Carignan
Dark blood red colour with a rich fragrant fruity nose of mulberries, black cherries, plum with a hint of mocha.  
The palate is very rich and concentrated, it is full of forest and black fruits with elegant spice. Soft and juicy 
tannins with lengthy finish.
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           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

WHITE WINES

OLD COACH ROAD, SAUVIGNON BLANC, 
NELSON, NEW ZEALAND 2019       €35  €9.20
Fresh and zingy with lovely tropical fruit flavours

LES JAMELLES CHARDONNAY, IGP PAYS D’OC, FRANCE 2018  €35  €9.20
Complex, well-balanced wine, full of freshness with a long finish

SANT’ELISA, PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE, 
FRIULI, ITALY 2018         €35  €9.20
Smooth and persistent on the palate, tasty with evident perception of tropical fruit

REAL COMPAÑIA, VERDEJO, SPAIN 2018      €33  €8.50
Aromas of tropical fruit, citrus and very particular varietal aromas of fennel and scrubland. 
Fruity on the palate showing good structure and a touch of bitterness

LES ARGELÈIRES, VIOGNIER GRANDE CUVEE, 
IGP PAY D’OC, FRANCE 2017       €35  €9.20
Fruity apricot and mango flavours, mixed with a whiff of rose petals and almonds.  
Very juicy on the palate with herbal notes on the long finish

RED WINES

LES ARGELÈIRES, PINOT NOIR, 
GRANDE CUVEE, IGP PAY D’OC, FRANCE 2018      €35  €9.20
Lovely aromas of raspberry and cherry, subtle smoky and peppery hints with notes of thyme.  
Fruity, elegant, well balanced and a silky long finish

ROCCA MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO, ABRUZZO, ITALY 2018  €33  €8.50
Lively red colour with purplish nuances.Velvety and harmonic taste, fruity character 
 with remarkable taste of berries

VALLE DE LA LUNA, MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 2018        €35  €9.20                                       
Fragrant aromas of cherries and plums. On the mouth, it is perceived
round with subtle notes of vanilla and truffle

LE CHEVALIERE, MERLOT, PAYS D’OC, FRANCE 2018    €35  €9.20
Rich palate with spicy flavours leading to a sweet chocolate tannin finish

ROSÉ WINES

ZINFANDEL ROSÉ, MORGAN BAY CELLARS, CALIFORNIA, USA 2017  €35  €9.20
Fruit forward flavours of strawberry and fresh pear with a round mouth feel and lively clean finish

TERRES BLANCHES, SANCERRE ROSÉ,  
DOMAINE THOMAS & FILS, LOIRE VALLEY FRANCE 2017   €66  €16.50
Pinot Noir
Red currant in colour and red currants on the nose, hence a fruity wine, which is full of finesse on the palate

House Selection
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           BOTTLE  
           375ML

HALF BOTTLES WHITE WINE

TORREÓN DE PAREDES, VALLE DE RENGO,  
SAUVIGNON BLANC, CACHAPOAL VALLEY, CHILE 2018   €20
The nose is young, fruity with delicate notes of lemon peel and ripe mandarin. 
The palate is crisp with a well-balanced acidity that lends a nice and long finish

HALF BOTTLES RED WINE

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES, LUPÉ -CHOLET, FRANCE 2017   €18
Gamay
Deep, bright ruby red with hints of purple. Intense aromas of strawberry, black fruit and  
scented flowers. On the palate it is big and full-fleshed with a very good, well balanced body

TORREÓN DE PAREDES, VALLE DE RENGO, 
MERLOT, CACHAPOAL VALLEY, CHILE 2018     €20
Black ripe fruits, plums, cherries & dark chocolate with vanilla notes from the oak aging.  
The palate is smooth, complex, well-rounded with a soft tannins that provide a long and  
pleasant finish

Half Bottles
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Biodynamic and
 Vegan Wines

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

FRANCE

FATTORIA DI VAIRA BIANCO, PERLAGE, TREVISO, ITALY   €40  €10
Other White Varieties
Round and fresh with notes of golden apple and dried fruits.Pleseant and elegan 
 in the mouth. The grapes used to produce Fattoria di Vaira wine are grown in 
accordance to byodinamic viticulture

FATTORIA DI VAIRA ROSSO, PERLAGE, TREVISO, ITALY   €40  €10
Montepulcian, Sangiovese
Intense and spicy with red fruit notes. Medium bodied and fairly dried on the palate. 
The red grapes used to produce Fattoria di Vaira wine are grown in accordance to 
byodinamic viticulture

WINE NO ADDED SULPHITES

ANIMAE, PERLAGE, VENETO IGT, ITALY 2018     €54
Cabernet Sauvignon
Vegetal scents like hay, tomatoe leaves and pepper. It has a light body with a right 
amount of tannin and red fruits flavors
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Fortified & Dessert Wines

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

PORT SELECTION

DOW’S FINE WHITE PORT, PORTUGAL      €65  €8.50
Golden coloured with intense, rich, nutty aromatic complexity.Certain amount of this  
wine is not wood-aged which adds freshness and fruity character.It is sweet, smooth and 
well balanced with excellent acidity

DOW’S 10 YRS OLD TAWNY PORT, PORTUGAL     €85  €8.90
The nose brimming with aromas of candied fruit and toffee beautifully combined with some 
mature ripe fruit. Vibrant, nutty flavours on the palate. Perfect balance and a lovely long finish

NIRVANA RESERVE PORT, DOW’S , PORTUGAL     €49  €9.90
A special Port made to complement dessert, especially chocolate. Aromas of wild roses and violets 
so prominent in the blend are the hallmark of the grapes produced at Dow’s Senhora da Ribeira estate 

SHERRY SELECTION

FERNANADO DE CASTILLA,  
CLASSIC FINO SHERRY, JEREZ, SPAIN      €60  €9.10
Palomino
Powerful on the nose, yet aromatic, absolutely bone dry, aristocratic. It is perfectly seamless right
until the finish where fascinating savoury nutty, ripples conjure some charming, subtle 
and elusive final flavours

FERNANDO DE CASTILLA,  
PREMIUM AMONTILLADO SHERRY, JEREZ, SPAIN PALOMINO  €65  €9.90
Pale golden in colour. Elegant and complex on the nose with powerful aromas of nuts. Clean,  
round taste with hints of yeast and nuts of his first biological aging and aromas of vanilla 
and a bit of snuff oxidative aging

FERNANDO DE CASTILLA,  
ANTIQUE PEDRO XIMÉNEZ SHERRY, JEREZ, SPAIN    €96  €14
Pedro Ximénez
This fortified wine is unbelievable sweet and after having spent nearly three decades in 
sherry casks, it has developed aromas and flavours that are truly unique
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Fortified & Dessert Wines

           BOTTLE GLASS
           750 ML  175 ML 

DESSERT WINES

KRACHER, AUSLESE , NEUSIEDLERSEE,  
BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA 2017       €44  €14.70
100% Muskat Ottonel
Amazingly concentrated rich barley sugar and tangerines in an intensely sweet,  
balanced wine. Beautiful mix of floral, fruit and honey notes on the palate and nose

DAGEUNEAU FAMILY, ‘’LES JARDINS DE BABYLONE’’, 
JURANÇON, FRANCE 2011        €159  €31.50
Petite Manseng
Orange peel, tropical fruits and honeysuckle on the nose. Flavors of tangerine, Grand Manier,  
spice and nuts. Thick liquor-like texture very strong sweetness and solid streak acidity.  
Fresh and bright with long finish. Truly outstanding dessert wine


